PM-10 POLE MUZZLE

PM-10 POLE MUZZLE INSTALLATION GUIDE

The information, specifications, and illustrations in this manual are on the basis of information available at the time it
was written. The specifications, torque values, pressures of operation, measurements, adjustments, illustrations, and
other items can change at any time. These changes can affect the service of the given product.
For the complete and most current information, contact:
Hogg & Davis, Inc
P.O. Box 405 / 3800 Eagle Loop
Odell, OR 97044-0405
541-354-1001
541-354-1080 Fax
www.hoggdavis.com
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PM-10 POLE MUZZLE

In Figure 1, Illustration shows the

In Figure 2, illustration shows how to rig the

proper way of installing the Hogg &

muzzle and lead pole assembly to the pole

Davis, Inc. Model PM-10 Pole Muzzle.

trailer. After the lead pole has been secured

After the lead pole is positioned on
the trailer, ensure that the cross arm
hole (E) is toward the towing hitch
and vertically positioned. Hold up the
pole muzzle to the underside of the
lead pole (L), install snubbing chain
assy (B) into muzzle hole and around
the pole and tighten. The choker
chain (C) should be around the pole
top and position ring (F) toward the
rear. If a second snubbing chain is

and bounded on the trailer (K), hook up one
end of a chain (H) to the choker ring (F) and
other end into the pintle eye of the pole
trailer, up and over the pole and down back
into the eye and hook back to the chain.
Next step is to attach an over-center load
binder (I) to the chain (H) and tighten until
the lead pole is secured. Hook up towing
vehicle and attach safety chains to the pole
muzzle (G). Proceed with loading and
securing the remaining poles if any.

required, install it beside the choker
chain (C).
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PM-10 POLE MUZZLE

The PM-10 Pole Muzzle Continues to gain recognition in the utility industry as the best
solution for pole hauling problems. Strong and rugged, the PM-10’s simple design offers
durability and ease of installation for many years. Designed to fit the lead pole, the PM-10
provides solid cinching to the pole and allows for chain binding back to the pole trailer for
added safety during transportation. The PM-10 has a slotted back that allows for bolting
through the gain hold for added security.

PM-10 POLE MUZZLE GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
PM-10 (Standard)
 Dimensions:

Length 33 inches

 Weight:

58 pounds

 Pintle Eye:

3 inch I.D., 360° swivel, magnafluxed

 Chain:

1-3/8 inch snubbing chain, high tensile
1-3/8 inch cinching chain, high tensile

PM-10-S:

As per standard with additional snubbing chain in lieu of cinching chain.

PM-10-W:

As per standard with non-swivel pintle eye.

PM-10-WS:

As per standard with two snubbing chains and non-swivel pintle eye.
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